SARVAJANIK COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY
TED CLUB
Interactive session with Inspiring Author Varsha Adusumilli
To start something new you need to start great!
This line interprets that to let the community know about a new start there should be something
which sways on every mouth of crowd. Moreover, it is the crowds that can help you make that
thing great. Keeping the note of the same, there lit an ignition in college where we the students
were encouraged to take step forward and get enrolled for the SCET TED Club.
Highlighting the keyword TED, the motto of the club gets reflected on its own. The TED club
focuses on giving the taste of all the three crucial factors of today’s era. The three crucial factors
are the one which stands for the acronym of TED which is Technology, Entertainment and
Design and to get intrigued into periodical events held by the club.
TED club organized the Interactive session with inspiring author Ms. Varsha Adusumilli. The
session was scheduled on the 25th of February on 3:30 pm at the N.J. Seminar Hall. Number of
students from varied branches spared their time to get involved in this amazing interactive
session. Setting the tone of the atmosphere, the event was initiated with a short glimpse of the
SCET TED Club. Ms. Varsha Adusumilli is an alumnus from BITS, Pilani. Imbued in the world
of entrepreneurship she is also an author of the book Wonder Girls.

Driving further there started a short interview with Ms. Varsha were she was asked to answer
various questions which revolved around here book. In the interview round, there revealed many
stories. The stories were about how she met the girls and the experience she went through while
writing her first ever book. She found it really interesting to plunge into becoming an author and
she even plans to write another book. Followed to that, students were given a chance to put
forward their question and receive the best possible answer from the mentor of the day.
Questions about overcoming from failure, career paths, hacks and tips smelled in the session
hall. Our speaker was supportive and kind enough to give our students an ear and answer all the
questions asked.
The reviews were full sweetness and eagerness to attend many more sessions like this.
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